CODE OF CONDUCT

Ethical Principles

Unacceptable Behavior

- Abuse including bad language, cyberbullying, personal attacks, racism, anti-semitism, harassment, spamming, links to rival web addresses

- Asking other SC Society individuals for money

- Content that is in any way unlawful, threatening, offensive, bigoted, libellous, obscene, prejudicial to active legal proceedings, in contempt of court, otherwise objectionable or in breach of any obligations of confidence or copyright

- The use of offensive names or nicknames

- The use of fake credentials

- Re-posting a previously deleted thread or post

- Instructions for illegal or otherwise harmful activities

- Content that infringes any patent or trademark rights

- Collection or distribution of personal data concerning other individuals of the SC Society or personally identifiable information about another person that is published without their express consent

- Chain letters, money making or pyramid schemes

- Businesses between SC Society individuals without informing the SC Board

- Promoting propaganda to other individuals inside the SC Society